November 16, 2004
Circular 2004-15
To: All ICRB Members
Re: Indiana Pool Approval

On November 16, 2004, the Indiana Department of Insurance (IDOI) approved the ICRB
filing titled "Indiana Assigned Risk Reinsurance Pool." The filing creates an Indiana
workers compensation assigned risk pool (Indiana Pool) effective January 1, 2005. The
Indiana Pool will replace Indiana participation in the National Workers Compensation
Reinsurance Pool (National Pool).
The cornerstone of the proposed Indiana Pool is a fundamental change in the cash flow of
assigned risk premiums and carrier assessments. The National Pool uses a cash flow
approach wherein funds are distributed quarterly to all carriers in the State, less certain
fixed expenses and losses paid. Over the ensuing years, these carrier distributions are
“called back,” to pay claims and ongoing expenses. Uncollectible sums owed by
insolvent carriers are assessed against the remaining Members.
In contrast, the Indiana Pool will hold and invest funds at the Pool level, and make
distributions to and assessments from Pool member companies based on operating
surplus and losses, not cash flow. Although carriers will lose the opportunity to directly
invest the funds while losses are maturing, they will not forfeit investment income.
Rather, the ICRB will invest the funds on the carriers’ behalf, while virtually eliminating
the financial burden associated with carrier insolvencies.
All new and renewal multi-state Assigned Risk policies effective January 1, 2005 and
after, that now include other National Pool states, will have to be written as Indiana-only.
Such employers will need to submit one more application than done today.
The ICRB website contains more information. Go to www.icrb.net, click on the
“CompClues” logo, and select the document titled “Assigned Risk: Indiana Pool.”
Sincerely,

Ronald W. Cooper, CWCP
President
Attachment: Indiana Department of Insurance - Final Order Approving Plan of Operation
for the Workers Compensation Assigned Risk Plan

